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the history of the kings of britain is arguably the most influential text written in england in
the middle ages the work narrates a linear history of pre saxon britain from its founding
by trojan exiles to the loss of native british celtic sovereignty in the face of germanic
invaders along the way geoffrey introduces readers to such familiar figures as king lear
cymbeline vortigern the prophet merlin and a host of others most importantly he provides
the first birth to death account of the life of king arthur his focus on that king s reign
sparked the vogue for arthurian romance throughout medieval europe that has continued
into the twenty first century this new translation is the first in over forty years and the
first to be based on the bern manuscript now considered the authoritative latin text it is
accompanied by an introduction that highlights the significance of geoffrey s work in his
own day and focuses in particular on the ambiguous status of the text between history and
fiction appendices include historical sources early responses to the history and other
medieval writings on king arthur and merlin written shortly after the norman conquest
monmouth s histories of the kings of britain attempted to create for the british people a
national epic in this seminal volume he constructed a mythical history for britain through
the retelling of traditional tales in particular stories of king lear and king arthur geoffrey
of monmouth 1095 1155 was a british cleric he was one of the key who helped develop
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british historiography and popularised the tales of king arthur of which he represents the
primary source other notable works by this author include the history of the kings of
britain prophecies of merlin and life of merlin this vintage book will appeal to those with
an interest in the original tales of king arthur and british legends in general many vintage
books such as this are becoming increasingly scarce and expensive we are republishing
this volume now in an affordable modern high quality edition complete with a specially
commissioned new biography of the author the history of the kings of britain which was
published in the 12th century is one of the first books to have ever collected the stories of
king arthur and the prophesies of merlin it contains the original subject matter for the
story of shakespeare s king lear and some histories of brutus and the origin of the british
isles a masterpiece in the english literary canon new translation of geoffrey of monmouth s
latin history the first work to recount the woes of lear and the glittering career of arthur
history of the kings of britain from geoffrey of monmouth cleric and one of the major
figures in the development of british historiography and the popularity of tales of king
arthur 1100 1155 an updated and revised edition of geoffrey ashe s enjoyable
investigation of britain s monarchs from its earliest legendary rulers such as bran the
blessed and king lear to the kings and queens of roman britain including boudicca and
alfred in the 9th century drawing on archaeological and documentary evidence ashe
identifies real and imagined rulers from geoffrey of monmouth s history of the kings of
britain and gildas including king arthur and other powerful figures in the histories of
england scotland and wales the study vividly recreates the political struggles and religious
conflicts of roman and anglo saxon britain excerpt from histories of the kings of britain 1
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the beginnings of arthurian story arthurian romance is known to us in its best and purest
form through the lays and romances that were produced in france during the twelfth and
thirteenth centuries it is a body of preeminently imaginative literature and although it
reflects the chivalric life of france at the tune in which it was and mystery of prowess
beauty love and enchantment where valorous heroes achieve impossible adventures and
messengers from fairyland appear easily and naturally on marvellous errands a brilliant
part of our literary heritage from france it does not however like the chansons de geste
the great carolmgian epics represent french national legend it is a composite whole which
embodies oriental stones bits of classical myth and above all celtic tradition those idle and
pleasant tales of britain as they were called by a twelfth century french poet jean bodel
who justly gave to the arthurian material the designation that has ever since clung to it
the matter of britain in this material the central name but not the most prominent figure is
that of arthur king of britain for arthur himself in the romances is little more than a rot
faineant who remains in the background while the true glory of adventure belongs to the
knights whose proudest boast it is that they are attached to his court never could his name
have become so potent if he had not earlier tradition been accredited with more valiant
deeds than he accomplishes in romance it is not in the romances alone however that
arthurian story is recorded and such light as we have upon arthur s early fame is shed
from literature of a different class about the publisher forgotten books publishes hundreds
of thousands of rare and classic books find more at forgottenbooks com this book is a
reproduction of an important historical work forgotten books uses state of the art
technology to digitally reconstruct the work preserving the original format whilst
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repairing imperfections present in the aged copy in rare cases an imperfection in the
original such as a blemish or missing page may be replicated in our edition we do however
repair the vast majority of imperfections successfully any imperfections that remain are
intentionally left to preserve the state of such historical works who was the first king of
england did henry i assassinate his brother how did bloody mary reinstate roman
catholicism for more than 1 000 years the british monarchy has dramatically shaped
national and international history kings and queens have conquered territory imposed
religious change and extracted taxation each with their own motivations and ambitions in
this fascinating book cath senker delves into the extraordinary history of the british
monarchy and its host of kings queens and pretenders there have been benevolent rulers
violent ones religious fanatics brilliant economists masters of diplomacy and the power
hungry but whether they have abused their power or used it for good each monarch has
played a part in the rich tapestry of british history coping with both international and civil
wars rebellions and criticism the kings queens of britain introduces a thousand year
history providing rich biographical detail of britain s remarkable monarchs this second
book in the origins of england trilogy examines the organization and make up of anglo
saxon england in the early 7th century taking as its starting point the highly rhetorical
account of britain s ecclesiastical history written by bede the chronicle of the kings of
britain has been considered by academicians and scholars of great significance and value
to literature this forms a part of the knowledge base for future generations so that the
book is never forgotten we have represented this book in a print format as the same form
as it was originally first published hence any marks or annotations seen are left
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intentionally to preserve its true nature britain has been famous for its monarchy for
centuries this is the perfect introduction to over twenty of the most fascinating kings and
queens and their links to the collections of the british museum colourfully illustrated and
accompanied by clear authoritative text it s a striking lively and concise exploration of the
highlights of the royal history of britain the book opens with an introduction to the role of
monarchy in britain over time and includes a complete list of the numerous kings and
queens from the ninth century to the present day with entries on over twenty key british
monarchs important themes of the book include how objects carried the image of the
monarch across their kingdom in the days before the mass media representations of
people associated with the monarchy their friends their family their foes how objects
reveal links between the british monarchy and peoples around the world how britain has
been ruled by kings and queens overlords empresses and republicans illustrates the royal
line of succession in england and great britain with rhyming verse and trivia this title
offers a historical context in which to appreciate the political and moral significance of
both the famous and the more obscure incidents in the public and private lives of britain s
monarchs dr g s p freeman grenville was the consultant for burke s royal families of the
world and his major work was the chronology of world history this specially commissioned
book of the kings queens of britain a magisterial and entertainingly written overview of
british monarchs from cerdic first king of wessex to george vi is an invaluable guide to the
regal chronology of britain and contains many insights into the foibles of one of the world
s most interesting and resilient constitutional monarchies through the vagaries of war
pestilence regicide civil wars and marriage in this beautifully illustrated volume charles
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phillips charts the complete history of the royal families of britain beginning in earliest
times with the legend of king arthur eric bloodaxe and the real life history of macbeth he
describes the lives and legends of the kings and queens of britain their consorts and
children and the pretenders usurpers and regents who played a role in the making of the
united kingdom fact boxes highlight the essential events of each reign as well as maps
charts and family trees a valuable reference book for any historian this guide will fascinate
every reader interested in one of the longest running monarchies in the world from the
reign of alfred the great the first king of wessex to call himself king of england in the ninth
century to the shock of norman invasion in the 11th and from the brutal vicissitudes of late
medieval kingship to the comfortable ceremonial of modern day constitutional monarchy
the story of england s kings and queens is to a large degree that of england herself the
kings and queens of england offers elegant portraits of 59 english monarchs from harold ii
to henry viii and from Æthelred the unready to elizabeth ii each sovereign is concisely and
memorably profiled and the impact of his or her rule on wider english history clearly
described and analysed for every king and queen there is a detailed timeline of key events
and the narrative is further amplified by display quotations feature boxes panels of key
biographical facts and last but not least by 150 lavish full colour images author ian crofton
recounts a 1000 year tale of murder invasion usurpation adultery divorce civil war and
revolution in a manner that is as entertaining as it is informative the kings and queens of
england is the perfect choice for anyone looking for an illustrated and accessible history of
the english monarchy from the anglo saxon era to the present covers more than 1000
rulers and two millennia of history a historical guide to the british monarchy from the
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saxons to elizabeth ii a record of britain s kings and queens who have ruled all or part of
britain covering more than 1000 monarchs and 2000 years of history it includes the host
of tribal and saxon rulers prior to 1066 as well as famous monarchs such as richard iii
elizabeth i and charles ii and all the rulers of scotland and wales it provides full details of
all the rulers wives consorts pretenders usurpers and regents as well as powerful nobles
and dignitaries there is also a listing of royal records such as who are the most the least
the shortest the longest the richest the poorest and a geographical guide to where all
britain s monarchs lived and died including their palaces estates and resting places
discusses the characters careers and influence on history of each english king and queen
from the early saxons to elizabeth ii a fresh look at the text which introduced for the first
time some of the key figures in british myth and legend the royal history of the monarchs
of britain continues to fascinate this book tells the story from the rise of the anglo saxon
kingdoms and alfred the great to the union of the english and scottish crowns in 1603
family trees trace the line of succession in the english royal houses of wessex the danes
the normans and the plantaganets and the scottish houses of macalpine dunkeld balliol
bruce and stewart pictures include paintings and contemporary portraits manuscript
drawings sculptures and photographs charting nearly 1500 years of royal rule this
informative history brings the lives of britain s ancient and medieval monarchs into focus
here is the whole of recorded british royal history from the legendary king alfred the great
onwards including the monarchies of england scotland wales and the united kingdom for
over a thousand years fascinating portraits are expertly woven into a history of division
and eventual union of the british isles even royals we think most familiar are revealed in a
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new and sometimes surprising light this revised and shortened edition of the mammoth
book of british kings queens includes biographies of the royals of recorded british history
plus an overview of the semi legendary figures of pre history and the dark ages an
accessible source for students and general readers a compendium of illustrated
biographies of the british monarchs revised throughout and updated to include the recent
history of the windsors
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The History of the Kings of Britain 2007-12-11 the history of the kings of britain is
arguably the most influential text written in england in the middle ages the work narrates
a linear history of pre saxon britain from its founding by trojan exiles to the loss of native
british celtic sovereignty in the face of germanic invaders along the way geoffrey
introduces readers to such familiar figures as king lear cymbeline vortigern the prophet
merlin and a host of others most importantly he provides the first birth to death account of
the life of king arthur his focus on that king s reign sparked the vogue for arthurian
romance throughout medieval europe that has continued into the twenty first century this
new translation is the first in over forty years and the first to be based on the bern
manuscript now considered the authoritative latin text it is accompanied by an
introduction that highlights the significance of geoffrey s work in his own day and focuses
in particular on the ambiguous status of the text between history and fiction appendices
include historical sources early responses to the history and other medieval writings on
king arthur and merlin
The History of the Kings of Britain 1975 written shortly after the norman conquest
monmouth s histories of the kings of britain attempted to create for the british people a
national epic in this seminal volume he constructed a mythical history for britain through
the retelling of traditional tales in particular stories of king lear and king arthur geoffrey
of monmouth 1095 1155 was a british cleric he was one of the key who helped develop
british historiography and popularised the tales of king arthur of which he represents the
primary source other notable works by this author include the history of the kings of
britain prophecies of merlin and life of merlin this vintage book will appeal to those with
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an interest in the original tales of king arthur and british legends in general many vintage
books such as this are becoming increasingly scarce and expensive we are republishing
this volume now in an affordable modern high quality edition complete with a specially
commissioned new biography of the author
History of the Kings of Britain 1958 the history of the kings of britain which was published
in the 12th century is one of the first books to have ever collected the stories of king
arthur and the prophesies of merlin it contains the original subject matter for the story of
shakespeare s king lear and some histories of brutus and the origin of the british isles a
masterpiece in the english literary canon
History of the Kings of Britain 1958 new translation of geoffrey of monmouth s latin
history the first work to recount the woes of lear and the glittering career of arthur
The Chronicle of the Kings of Britain 1811 history of the kings of britain from geoffrey of
monmouth cleric and one of the major figures in the development of british historiography
and the popularity of tales of king arthur 1100 1155
Histories of the Kings of Britain 2015-05-06 an updated and revised edition of geoffrey
ashe s enjoyable investigation of britain s monarchs from its earliest legendary rulers such
as bran the blessed and king lear to the kings and queens of roman britain including
boudicca and alfred in the 9th century drawing on archaeological and documentary
evidence ashe identifies real and imagined rulers from geoffrey of monmouth s history of
the kings of britain and gildas including king arthur and other powerful figures in the
histories of england scotland and wales the study vividly recreates the political struggles
and religious conflicts of roman and anglo saxon britain
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The History of the Kings of Britain 2015-03-26 excerpt from histories of the kings of
britain 1 the beginnings of arthurian story arthurian romance is known to us in its best
and purest form through the lays and romances that were produced in france during the
twelfth and thirteenth centuries it is a body of preeminently imaginative literature and
although it reflects the chivalric life of france at the tune in which it was and mystery of
prowess beauty love and enchantment where valorous heroes achieve impossible
adventures and messengers from fairyland appear easily and naturally on marvellous
errands a brilliant part of our literary heritage from france it does not however like the
chansons de geste the great carolmgian epics represent french national legend it is a
composite whole which embodies oriental stones bits of classical myth and above all celtic
tradition those idle and pleasant tales of britain as they were called by a twelfth century
french poet jean bodel who justly gave to the arthurian material the designation that has
ever since clung to it the matter of britain in this material the central name but not the
most prominent figure is that of arthur king of britain for arthur himself in the romances is
little more than a rot faineant who remains in the background while the true glory of
adventure belongs to the knights whose proudest boast it is that they are attached to his
court never could his name have become so potent if he had not earlier tradition been
accredited with more valiant deeds than he accomplishes in romance it is not in the
romances alone however that arthurian story is recorded and such light as we have upon
arthur s early fame is shed from literature of a different class about the publisher
forgotten books publishes hundreds of thousands of rare and classic books find more at
forgottenbooks com this book is a reproduction of an important historical work forgotten
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books uses state of the art technology to digitally reconstruct the work preserving the
original format whilst repairing imperfections present in the aged copy in rare cases an
imperfection in the original such as a blemish or missing page may be replicated in our
edition we do however repair the vast majority of imperfections successfully any
imperfections that remain are intentionally left to preserve the state of such historical
works
The Kings & Queens of Britain 2004 who was the first king of england did henry i
assassinate his brother how did bloody mary reinstate roman catholicism for more than 1
000 years the british monarchy has dramatically shaped national and international history
kings and queens have conquered territory imposed religious change and extracted
taxation each with their own motivations and ambitions in this fascinating book cath
senker delves into the extraordinary history of the british monarchy and its host of kings
queens and pretenders there have been benevolent rulers violent ones religious fanatics
brilliant economists masters of diplomacy and the power hungry but whether they have
abused their power or used it for good each monarch has played a part in the rich tapestry
of british history coping with both international and civil wars rebellions and criticism the
kings queens of britain introduces a thousand year history providing rich biographical
detail of britain s remarkable monarchs
The History of the Kings of Britain 2009 this second book in the origins of england
trilogy examines the organization and make up of anglo saxon england in the early 7th
century taking as its starting point the highly rhetorical account of britain s ecclesiastical
history written by bede
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Histories of the Kings of Britain 1920 the chronicle of the kings of britain has been
considered by academicians and scholars of great significance and value to literature this
forms a part of the knowledge base for future generations so that the book is never
forgotten we have represented this book in a print format as the same form as it was
originally first published hence any marks or annotations seen are left intentionally to
preserve its true nature
The History of the Kings of Britain 1973 britain has been famous for its monarchy for
centuries this is the perfect introduction to over twenty of the most fascinating kings and
queens and their links to the collections of the british museum colourfully illustrated and
accompanied by clear authoritative text it s a striking lively and concise exploration of the
highlights of the royal history of britain the book opens with an introduction to the role of
monarchy in britain over time and includes a complete list of the numerous kings and
queens from the ninth century to the present day with entries on over twenty key british
monarchs important themes of the book include how objects carried the image of the
monarch across their kingdom in the days before the mass media representations of
people associated with the monarchy their friends their family their foes how objects
reveal links between the british monarchy and peoples around the world how britain has
been ruled by kings and queens overlords empresses and republicans
History of the Kings of Britain 2015-05-14 illustrates the royal line of succession in
england and great britain with rhyming verse and trivia
HISTORIES OF THE KINGS OF BRITAIN 2018 this title offers a historical context in
which to appreciate the political and moral significance of both the famous and the more
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obscure incidents in the public and private lives of britain s monarchs
History of the Kings of Britain 1963 dr g s p freeman grenville was the consultant for
burke s royal families of the world and his major work was the chronology of world history
this specially commissioned book of the kings queens of britain a magisterial and
entertainingly written overview of british monarchs from cerdic first king of wessex to
george vi is an invaluable guide to the regal chronology of britain and contains many
insights into the foibles of one of the world s most interesting and resilient constitutional
monarchies through the vagaries of war pestilence regicide civil wars and marriage
The History of the Kings of Britain 1980 in this beautifully illustrated volume charles
phillips charts the complete history of the royal families of britain beginning in earliest
times with the legend of king arthur eric bloodaxe and the real life history of macbeth he
describes the lives and legends of the kings and queens of britain their consorts and
children and the pretenders usurpers and regents who played a role in the making of the
united kingdom fact boxes highlight the essential events of each reign as well as maps
charts and family trees a valuable reference book for any historian this guide will fascinate
every reader interested in one of the longest running monarchies in the world
History of the Kings of Britain 1911 from the reign of alfred the great the first king of
wessex to call himself king of england in the ninth century to the shock of norman invasion
in the 11th and from the brutal vicissitudes of late medieval kingship to the comfortable
ceremonial of modern day constitutional monarchy the story of england s kings and
queens is to a large degree that of england herself the kings and queens of england offers
elegant portraits of 59 english monarchs from harold ii to henry viii and from Æthelred the
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unready to elizabeth ii each sovereign is concisely and memorably profiled and the impact
of his or her rule on wider english history clearly described and analysed for every king
and queen there is a detailed timeline of key events and the narrative is further amplified
by display quotations feature boxes panels of key biographical facts and last but not least
by 150 lavish full colour images author ian crofton recounts a 1000 year tale of murder
invasion usurpation adultery divorce civil war and revolution in a manner that is as
entertaining as it is informative the kings and queens of england is the perfect choice for
anyone looking for an illustrated and accessible history of the english monarchy from the
anglo saxon era to the present
Kings and Queens of Early Britain 2000 covers more than 1000 rulers and two millennia of
history
Histories of the Kings of Britain (Classic Reprint) 2016-06-19 a historical guide to
the british monarchy from the saxons to elizabeth ii
The History of the Kings of Britain 1978 a record of britain s kings and queens who
have ruled all or part of britain covering more than 1000 monarchs and 2000 years of
history it includes the host of tribal and saxon rulers prior to 1066 as well as famous
monarchs such as richard iii elizabeth i and charles ii and all the rulers of scotland and
wales it provides full details of all the rulers wives consorts pretenders usurpers and
regents as well as powerful nobles and dignitaries there is also a listing of royal records
such as who are the most the least the shortest the longest the richest the poorest and a
geographical guide to where all britain s monarchs lived and died including their palaces
estates and resting places
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History of the Kings of Britain 1966 discusses the characters careers and influence on
history of each english king and queen from the early saxons to elizabeth ii
THE KINGS & QUEENS OF ENGLAND & BRITAIN 2021-08-15 a fresh look at the text
which introduced for the first time some of the key figures in british myth and legend
The Kings and Queens of Britain 1995 the royal history of the monarchs of britain
continues to fascinate this book tells the story from the rise of the anglo saxon kingdoms
and alfred the great to the union of the english and scottish crowns in 1603 family trees
trace the line of succession in the english royal houses of wessex the danes the normans
and the plantaganets and the scottish houses of macalpine dunkeld balliol bruce and
stewart pictures include paintings and contemporary portraits manuscript drawings
sculptures and photographs charting nearly 1500 years of royal rule this informative
history brings the lives of britain s ancient and medieval monarchs into focus
An English Empire 2021-03-05 here is the whole of recorded british royal history from the
legendary king alfred the great onwards including the monarchies of england scotland
wales and the united kingdom for over a thousand years fascinating portraits are expertly
woven into a history of division and eventual union of the british isles even royals we think
most familiar are revealed in a new and sometimes surprising light this revised and
shortened edition of the mammoth book of british kings queens includes biographies of the
royals of recorded british history plus an overview of the semi legendary figures of pre
history and the dark ages an accessible source for students and general readers
The Chronicle Of The Kings Of Britain 2006 a compendium of illustrated biographies
of the british monarchs revised throughout and updated to include the recent history of
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the windsors
Kings and Queens of Britain 1996
Kings and Queens of Britain 2011-10-24
The Kings and Queens of England 1997
The Wordsworth Book of the Kings & Queens of Britain 2016-01-07
The Complete Illustrated Guide to the Kings and Queens of Britain 2008
The Kings and Queens of England 1999-09
The Mammoth Book of British Kings & Queens 1939
Sea Kings of Britain 1998
Kings & Queens of England & Great Britain 1998
British Monarchs 1970
Kings and Queens of England and Great Britain 2017-03-15
Arthur and the Kings of Britain 2013
Kings and Queens of Ancient Britain 2014-03-27
A Brief History of British Kings & Queens 2000-02
The Lives of the Kings & Queens of England 1970
Kings and Queens of Great Britain
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